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Moving a Big Bridge 

I T has come to be an accepted feature of modern 
engineering technique that any ordinary bridge can be 

replaced with negligible interruption to traffic. False
work is erected above and below the old span. When 
the new span has been completely built upon the first of 
these temporary foundations, the old structure is raised 
from its supports and floated down stream onto the 
second, while the new span is put in its place by the sa1l1e 
method. Even when it is necessary to lay rails across 
the joints where span .and approaches meet, it is quite 
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the new bridge was slid over and eased into place. For 
this t ask of moving and raising and lowering 5,500 tons 
five donkey engines were employed; and huge traveling 
cranes were held in readiness for the emergency which 
did not arise. The bridge structure was moved on big 
rollers of solid steel running on tracks of 90-pound steel 
rails; and between the rollers and their load was placed 
a similar track to act as upper bearing surface. 

It is to be noted that in a task of this character the 
critical aspect of the engineers' problem is not found in 
the direction of power supply. A freight train of 5,500 
tons would excite no comment whatever; and as a matter 
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old, lighter span was in motion only four and a half 
minutes, while to shift the heavy new structure to its 
final resting place was a matter of but ten and a half 
minutes. The old bridge was closed to traffic at 11:10 
A. M., its successor was open to trains at 3:40 P.M. 
Hence it will be seen that of the time required, less than 
6 per cent was devoted to the actual work of moving 
the two bridge structures, the balance being taken up in 
arranging and rearranging the tackle, and in such work 
looking to the firm anchoring of the new bridge as was 

, necessary before trains could safely be allowed to use it. 

Anthrax Among Tannery Workers 

ANTHRAX, which is especially a disease of the lower 
animals, chiefly cattle and sheep, is occasionally 

transmitted to man. In such cases the bacillus is 
derived from some domestic animal, or from some 
commercial animal product, especially hides, hair, or 
wool, and does not penetrate the unbroken skin, but 
enters some abrasion, scratch or cut. It occurs 
particularly among veterinarians, brush makers, lea,ther 
workers, tanners and farmers. During the spring and 
early summer of 1916 Massachusetts experienced the 
most severe outbreak of human anthrax in its history, 
and a report upon it has just been published by the U. 8; 

Public Health Service. Of 25 reported cases, 23 were 
among persons handling hides, and 20 of these cases 
were infected fro~ a common source; viz. a cargo of 
dried "China" hides. Four cases terminated fatally. 

The statistics of the foot-and-moutk outbreak of 
1914-1916, recently published by the U. S. Department 
of Agriculture, show that the disease extended to 22 
states and the District of Columbia. A total of 172,222 

At left, old bridge being moved oft' the permanent foundations; at right, new structure on its false work 

usual for the entire process to be completed with an 
interruption to traffic of only a few minutes-four and a 
half, we believe, is the record. 

These remarks, of course, apply to a moderately short 
bridge of a single span. Where it becomes necessary to 
replace a long structure of several spans the problem 
becomes more complicated, and railroad engineers are 
prone to solve it by a relocation of the road for a short 
distance on each side of the river. This puts the work 
upon the same basis as the erection of a new bridge where 
none existed before; traffic flows through its old channels 
until the bridge is ready, whereupon it is diverted to the 
new route. But occasionally the track is so situated with 
respect to natural features or surrounding industrial 
developments that such a shifting is not feasible; and 
then the method employed for the short bridge must be 
adapted, as well as may be, to the long one. 

A notable instance of this sort of thing was to be seen 
at Omaha on Saturday, December 23d. The Union 
Pacific Railroad bridge connecting Omaha with youncil 
Bluffs is used by all the railroads entering the city from 
the east, with the single exception of the Illinois Central. 
Carrying over three hundred trains per day, the old 
bridge has become inadequate, and was replaced, on the 
date named, by a larger and heavier structure. There 
are four spans, of a total length of a thousand feet; the old 
structure weighed, in toto, about 2,750 tons, and the new 
one almost twice as much. So it will be seen that the 
bridge-movers' job was a formidable one. 

Nevertheless, it was successfully accomplished, 'and 
without the slightest hitch. The old bridge was lifted 
from its piers and moved 28 feet, all in one piece, and 
not each span separately. In precisely similar fashion 

Closer view of the shifting of the old bridge onto the falsework to make room for its successor 

of fact, the combined horse-power of the five engines 
used in the instance before us was only 320. It is rather 
to the moving of his load smoothly, without jars or 
sudden starts, that the engineer must address his at
tention; and more especially to setting it down gently in 
precisely the place he wants it. The husky citizen who 
can seize a piano by one corner and haul it all over the 
house, but who can only let go of it by dropping it with a 
crash that arouses the whole neighborhood, can testify 
to the truth of these statements. 

That this phase of the problem was here met with 
complete success is demonstrated by the fact that the 

animals were slaughtered, and t'he campaign of eradica
tion cost the federal and state governments about 
$9,000,000. This large sum IS, however, trivial coni~ 
pared to the colos;al damag~ 'that' ~v~uld have been in
flicted upon the c~untry if , thedise.ase had gotten beyond 
control and become permanently established in the 
United States. The quarantine was gradually removed 
as areas and states were treed of infection, and the last 
restrictions wer~ rescilided June 5, lin6, Congress bas 
made a special appropriation 'of $1,250,000, to be' 
available forthe ' eradicatioll ~fthis and other contagiou~ 
diseases of animals in cases of emergency. 
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The object of this journal is to record accurately and 
lucidly the latest scientific, mechanical and industrial 
news of the day" As a weekly journal,' it is in a poii
tion to announce : interesting developments before they 
(Ire published elesfwhere. 

The Editor is, glad to have submitted to him timely 
articles suitable Jor these columns, especially when such 
articles are accompanied by photographs, 

A Court of Patent Appeals Needed 

W HEN the Congre,?s , in 1893 established the 
present Circuit Courts of Appeals, it had in 
mind the lightening of the burden of the 

Supreme Court and also the expediting of the final 
adjudication of controversies in certain cases. The 
calendar of the Supreme Court had become loaded down 
with cases taken there on appeal from the various in
ferior courts, to such an extent that the work of that 
court was far in arrears and it was no unusual thing for 
a case to be on the docket for several years before it 
would be reached for argument and final disposition. 

' I The Circuit Courts of Appeals established in 1893, 
were given appellate and final jurisdiction in many cases, 
and while they have materially lightened the labors of 
the Supreme Court and have shortened the time required 
to obtain a final settlement in certain cases, yet as there 
are nine different and independent Circuit Courts of 
Appeals, all hearing and finally disposing of the law and 
facts in the appeals in their ' own circuit, the result 
has been far from satisfactory in patent cases, owing to 
the lack of uniformity of interpretation of the patent 
laws and their application to the facts in each case, 

When appeals in patent cases were heard by the 
Supreme Court, there was almost a certainty that the 
precedents 'of that court on the law as applied to any 
given state of facts would be followed, and there was no 
uncertainty as to how that court would interpret the 
law, for the reason that the meaning of the law on nearly 
all points had been discussed and settled by that court 
in previous cases. At the present time, however, the 
Circuit Courts of Appeals made up as they are, of both 
circuit and district judges, who are constantly changing, 
oftentimes fail to properly interpret the law as laid down 
in the decisions of the Supreme Court and to apply that 
law properly to the state of facts in a particular case; 
and as a.,.. Circuit Court of Appeals in one circuit is not 
obliged to follow that of another circuit, there is a con
stant recurrence of conflicting opinions on the same law 
and substantially the same facts, insofar as patent cases 
are concerned, 

Many of the federal judges dislike to try patent cases 
because of the highly technical character of the subject 
matter; and it frequently happens that in the District 
Courts and the Courts of Appeals, these highly technical 
cases involving, as they do, abstruse mechanical, chemical 
and other scientific questions, are decided by judges who 
are utterly lacking in the ability to understand the subject 
matter. Naturally, in the District Courts some rather 
remarkable decisions are encountered, and their rulings 
are oftentimes so diverse as to be antipodal. This is to 
be expected; but there should be some one court before 
which the matter can be taken on appeal and in which 
the parties may expect to find a reasonably and fairly 
certain degree of uniformity in the application of the 
law to any given state of facts. r~, 

We understand that there is a proposition before 
Congress to increase the number of the .federal judiciary 
and such increase seems to be necessary, because the 
volume of business before the courts is constantly in
creasing and it now appears to be beyond the efforts of 
the courts to dispose of it within a reasonable length of 
t.ime; but instead of assigning all of these new judges to 
the various circuits, it has been proposed that Congress 
,establish a Court of Patent Appeals and assign thereto at 
least nine of the contemplated additional circuit judges to 
,constitute such colirt;that this court have final appellate 
iurisdiction of all patent causes and hold its sessions at 
Washington, D. C., and ' at several other designated 
places throughout the United States, and we cannot too 
;strongly end9rse ,th~s su'ggestion. Should a Court of 
Patent Appeals be ,established, and the members thereof 
be selected · because of their technical as well as legal 
qualifications, ~e would again have that uniformity of 
interpretation of ' the laws relating to patents and their 
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application to the peculiar situation existing in patent 
cases, which is to be found in the decisions of the Supreme 
Court imd which resulted, as much as anything else, in 
the promotion of the useful arts and sciences contem
plated by the Federal Constitution and to which our 
wonderful industrial progress is to be attributed. 

The Ideal Submarine 

I T seems to be necessary for every type of warship 
to pass through a phase of its development in 
which the matter of size is the all-absorbing ques

tion. Usually the disputants are divided into two 
schools, one of which believes in putting displacement 
into the biggest practical units, combining the maximum 
of speed, power and defense, the other believing that 
displacement should be distributed among a large 
number of smaller craft, which though individually 
weak would be overwhelming when they attacked in 
mass, 

Invariably (and students of naval construction should 
take careful note of this) the advocates of great power 
and speed have won out, and in this connection it is 
significant that the latest designs for our own Navy call 
for 42,000-ton battleships, 35,000-ton battle-cruisers, 
7,000-ton scouts and 1,200-ton destroyers, all of these 
classes, save the battleships, to 'have 35 knots speed. 

It is only when we come to the submarines that we find 
the old controversy still raging, A few of our naval 
men and, alas, the majority of our Congressmen, are still 
clinging to the belief in the efficiency of mosquito craft. 
They believe that a host of 500-ton coast-defense boats 
of moderate speed and small sea-going power, would 
afford a better defense than a smaller number of boats, 
twice their size, of greater speed, of wideradius of action, 
of great powers of offense, and capable of going out with 
the main fleet to tackle the enemy a thousand miles off 
shore, if need be. 

The principle of compromise controls all naval con
struction and it is particularly insistent when we come 
to the submarine. The sea-going officer asks for 
certain qualities in an ideal submarine, and the naval 
constructor too often finds that within the limits of size 
impo15ed, the combination of these qualities in the degree 
asked for is impossible. It is . largely because of this 
fact that the Department some time ago detailed a naval 
constructor, Mr. 'E. S. Land, to duty with the submarine 
flotilla, and during a period of many months he lived 
aboard our submarines, making many trips of greater 
or less duration. This practice of sending naval con
structors to ' sea for observation is excellent, and we 
believe that it could be extended to very good effect. A 
notable instance was the dispatch of Naval Constructor 
Robinson with the fleet in its famous voyage ,aroul)d the 
world, Indeed, we are of the opinion that it would be 
advisable for every naval constructor, at statep. intervals, 
to spend a certain amount of time with the fleet. 

In his recent testimony before the House Committee on 
Naval Affairs, Mr. Land gave it as his opinion, based 
upon his experiences at sea, that the ide.al boat for the 
United States Navy would be one of between 750 
and 950 tons displacement and from 225 to 250 feet 
in length. A preliminary estimate shows that a boat 
of this size could be built with a surface speed of from 
17 to 19 knots and a submerged speed which might reach 
14 knots. It could carry a powerful armament of 
torpedoes and rapid-fire guns, and it would provide 
comfortable berthing accommodations for the crew
this last a most important consideration in submarine 
work. A submarine of this size would be , capable of 
keeping the sea and maneuvering in company with 

' the main fleet; something which our present submarine 
of 400 to 500 tons displacement cannot do. 

Since increased size brings such manifest advantages, 
the question nat~rally arises: Why not go yet higher 
and build submarines of 1,2QO tQ 1,500 tons displacement? 
The answer is tha t subm~~ii'~s of this's ize, with a length 
of from 300 to 400 feet , would be impracticable, or at 
least, inadvisable; first" because they would be too slow 
in submerging, and secondly, because when submerging, 
except at , very small angles of inclination, they would 
run the risk of reaching danger'ous depths before they 
could be controlled; dangerous depths being those at 
which the nose of the boat may strike bottom, or the 
hull be s,ubjected to crushing stresses, due to a water 
pressure, beyond the strength of the boat. 

Even at small angles of inclination the manipulation 
of a submarine, 300 to 400 feet long, at high speed below 
the surface might carry the boat to dangerous· depths 
before she could be controlled, A speed of 12 knots is 
equivalent to 20 feet per second; and it would not take 
many seconds to carry the vessel beyond the danger line. 

Swift submergence, so necessary when attacked, 
becomes more difficult with the increase in size of the 
submarine, and it is believed that 800 to 900 tons marks 
the limit beyond which submergence IS too slow to 
ensure safety against being rammed by a destroyer or 
submarine chaser . Submergence depends upon ability 
to destroy the reserve bouyancy by filling the ballast 
tanks, and the speed of filling depends upon the size of 
the valves. If the valves are big they are difficult to 
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keep tight and the pressures upon them are such that 
they cannot be operated rapidly by man-power. 

Limitations of space prevent our following this argu
ment any further; but attention should be drawn to the 
fact that 800 tons is about the displacement of the 
German sea-going submarines which lately have 
ventured so far afield. This type preponderates, so 
far as numbers are concerned, in the navies of England, 
Austria:and France. Japan and Russia are building 800-
ton boats, and at the time of the Naval Affairs Com
mittee examinations last year, reliable information 
came from Italy that they had abandoned the 400 to 500-
ton type and were building only boats of from 750 to 
950 tons. 

Have Motion Pictures Changed Us? 
'TO appreciate fully the wonder of motion pictures 

it is necessary to recall the various epochs in the 
history of this later-day form of entertainment. 

We all recall the pioneer days of the films, when a' 
hundred or two hundred feet of scenic or trick pictures 
were projected on the screen of the museum or theatre 
as a special feature .. Next came the picture theater or 
nickelodeon, which appealed to the lower classes who 
gladly paid their nickels for an hour or two of entertain
ment in the form of flickering rough-and-tumble film 
plays, which, in all but one or two exceptions, were of 
the most mediocre character. Close on the heels of 
the second period came the third, in which the higher 
grade photoplay of one reel came into being, accom
panied by the better class of picture theater app ealing 
not only to the poorer among us, but to representatives 
of the middle class. The latter were attracted by bett er 
theaters, better features and better surroundings, all 
due to the raising of the price of admission from five 
cents to ten and even fifteen cents. Enter then the 
fourth stage, which is that of to-day. We have splendid 
films in single reels and in multiple reels, affording a 
quarter of an hour 's entertainment or several hours from 
one picture alone. The better films are masterpieces 
in every sense-excellent plots, accomplished and re
nowned players, al~d wonderful scenery . 

Surely the motion picture as an entertainer has more 
to offer than mere novelty. Otherwise, it would long 
since have gone" the way of other novelties-oblivion . 
Instead, it has prospered; from an insignificant side 
show, little more than an improvement on the" penny 
arcade" or slot-machine halls of a decade or so ago, it 
has become a formIdable competitor of . the legitimate 
stage, seriously encroaching on what has always been 
considered the exclusive premises of the latter . . 

All of which leads up to the question: Why is itttlat 
motion . picturJ'~s " are so popular? Another , question: 
Why are they able to compete side by side with our best 
plays? 

The answers are not difficult to find . For one thing, 
it is safe to assume that if motion pictures had " been 
introduced a generation ago they would have been little 
more than an amusing and short-lived fad. People 
then had more time for their reading and for theaters. 
This does not mean that the people of to-day have no 
time for the theaters, for we know it to be a fact that 
the city folk go and go often to all the leading plays; but 
it is equally true that it is difficult indeed to hold the 
interest of a metropolitan audience through three acts 
of a drama when the plot can be anticipated in the first 
act. So it is that a play with a simple plot which is 
slowly worked out in three acts, without unusual dia
logues or other features to enliven the action in order to 
keep the minds of the audience fully occupied, is doomed 
to failure by the very ennui of the theater patrons. 

Here, then, lies perhaps the main explanation of the 
popularity of the motion pictures. Modernism calls for 
abbreviated action; and photoplays, as a general rule
and we are only considering generalities in this discussion 
-are stories told more or less in synopsis form, The 
plot is unfolded in the least possible time, and only the 
action of a story is utilized, Thus, if a stage play re
quires three hours, in the photoplay it is pictorially told 
in one hour, and just as effectively. The only exception 
is to be found in those plays that depend for their success 
on clever volleys of dialogue. 

And now that the modern public has found its call for 
briefness met by the motion pictures, it has come to a 
pass where it wishes other things treated in the same 
manner. For instance, there is a growing demand for 
one-act playettes; an afternoon's or evening's enter
tainment to be made up of two or three single-act plays, 
each complete by itself. The idea has been tried out in 
New York and has been approved by the audience. In 
fact, it is even rumored that eventually the three-act 
play must give way before a program calling for two or 
three single-act plays, to meet the present-day psychology 
of theater-goers. Then again, to some extent the brief
ness Idea fostered by the screen play is reflected in the 
demand for short stories in modern literature. In a 
recent contest conducted by a leading metropolitan 
daily the winning stories were noticeably based on 
motion picture techique-they were brief and full of 
action and devoid of long pauses between sub-climaxes. 
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Aeronantical 
Kite Balloons for OurNavy.-TheU.S. S. "Nevada" 

and "Oklahoma" are being equipped by the Navy De
partment for testing kite balloons for spotting purposes 
this year at Guantanamo, according to a statement made 
by Capt. Josiah S. McKean, U. S. A., before the House 
Naval Affairs Committee. They will cost from $4,000 
to $6,000 each, will carry two men each and will be 
about 75 to 80 feet in length and 30 feet in diameter. 

Importance Attached to Air Fleet by British.
Speaking recently at Edinburgh, Scotland, on aircraft 
policy, Lord Montagu of Beaulieu said that when peace 
came the British air service must be the last to be 
reduced. A naval invasion might not come; but by 
means of 100 airships it might come on a scale infinitely 
greater, which it would need all the British aircraft 
forces to repel. Of 2,000 miles of coastline, at least 
1,000 would have to be defended by aircraft. If in the 
country a permanent force of 20,000 aeroplanes existed, 
the cost would not be more than $75,000,000. 

Hammond Seaplane Nearing Completion.- Rapid 
progress has been made by the constructors of the 
Dunne type seaplane which is being built for John Hays 
Hammond, Jr., with which he contemplates conducting 
experiments with wireless control of torpedoes from the 
air. This machine, which is built to the order of the 

. War Department on designs especially prepared for the 
trials, wiII be a heavy weight carrier, lifting a complete 
load of about 3,100 pounds. The plane has a span of 46 
feet and a length overall of 27 feet. The machine alone 
weighs 2,020 pounds. The radio outfit will weigh about 
:WO pounds. 

The Barlow Aerial Torpedo.-It is reported that the 
tests of the aerial torpedo of Lester Barlow, a young man 
who perfected his invention under the auspices of the 
United States government, have been entirely successful. 
The torpedo was dropped from 2,000, 3,000, 4,000, 5,000, 
6,000 and 7,000 feet. In two of the tests light charges 
of high explosives were used, and these are reported to 
have rocked the houses within a radius of four miles from 
the Mineola aerodrome on Long Island, where the tests 
were conducted. The Barlow torpedo is seven and a half 
feet long and weighs about one hundred pounds. N or
mally inert, the torpedo sets itself after it has fallen 300 
feet, and detonates at a given point automatically no 
matter from what altitude it may be dropped. The 
torpedoes are carried in traps below the aeroplane, and 
are released by the moving of a small lever when the 
sights register on the target. 

Magnitude of British Flying ' Corps.-'~ The Allies 
today," states Patrick Y. Alexander in a recent issue 
of Flying, "have complete superiority of the air, but it 
has been achieved at a tremendous expenditure of 
efforts and money. We have not less than 500,000 per
sons in the· British air service alone, including thou
sands of aViators, the mechanics and the manufacturers ' 
of aeroplanes and aeronautic supplies. Aeroplanes can 
be seen in flocks anywhere. Every ship that leaves 
British ports is escorted by aeroplanes until it is quite 
a way beyond the Irish coast. We also have large air
ships which we expect wiII be superior to the very best 
Zeppelins. We have in use at present hundreds of small 
dirigibles, less than 300 feet long, equipped with aero
plane bodies instead of the usual nacelle. They are 
capable of staying in the air 50 hours and go at a speed 
of about 35 miles an hour. They are very useful in 
submarine warfare and coast defense." The speed 
given here for the" Blimps" is at variance with that 
mentioned by Capt. Baldwin. 

Has Germany the Command of the Air?:-The 
persistency with which war correspondents in Germany 
inform us that the Teutons have the command of the 
air on the Western front leads to some confusion as 
regards the status of aerial supremacy on that front, 
in view of the fact that the correspondents in back of 
the Entente lines are just as certain that the air command 
has long been held by the AlIies. Perhaps some light 
is thrown on this monumental question by a , letter 
written by a German officer of the 170th Regiment, 
which fell into the hands of the British: "You in Cham
pagne are no longer in the witches' cauldron on the brim 
of which we are sitting- always waiting the moment to 
fall in from one side to the other. It is turmoil here 
again. The air has been alive with aviators the last 
few days, and still more so with the heavy shells that 
have been flying over us and onto our poor comrades on 
our flank and onto our batteries. The number of guns
and of the heaviest caliber-which England now possesses 
is uncanny, and the amount of ammunition they fire 
off is fabulous. In addition-what makes it so bad
the aviators are constantly over our lines . They point 
out our batteries so that they may be peppered, and are 
always attacking our captive balloons, which is the same 
as putting our ,eyes out. Meanwhile the air is black 
with aircraft,' whereas our aviators-but of that why 
speak? It would be merely pouring water into the 
Rhine. We could save many thousands of lives if we 
had the English aviators and gunners." 
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Astronomy 
Encke's Periodic Comet was photographed by 

Wolf last September when only a month past aphelion; 
a new record for the distance at which this object has 
been picked up. Efforts were previously made at the 
Yerkes Observatory to photograph the comet at aphelion, 
but, although some suspicious markings were found on 
the plates, the observers did not feel justified in claiming 
to have been successful. The object was found on Wolf 's 
plates as a small nebulosity of magnitude 16.5, with a 
central condensation. The comet is expected to reach 
perihelion about March 25, 1918. 

Parallax of 61 Cygni.-Cqntribution No. 29 from the 
Observatory of Columbia University contains a useful 
history by Mary M. Hopkins of the .observations here
tofore made on the parallax of the famous star 61 Cygni, 
from Bessel's original determination, in 1838, down to 
the present day. This star is distant about 10 light
years from the solar system, and only six stars are known 
to be nearer. The author tabulates all the observations, 
showing the methods of observation (in recent years 
mostly photographic), comparison stars used, the names 
of the observers, the years of observation and of pub
lication, and the parallax obtained together with its 
probable error. 

A Remarkable Variable Nebula.-Two notes in the 
Monthly NotIces of the Royal Astronomical Society, 
accompanied by photographs, deal with the remarkable 
changes in shape and brightness of a small nebula 
which appears to be physically connected with the 
variable star R Coronre Australis. A large series of 
photographs of this object was made at the Helwan 
Observatory with the Reynolds 30-inch reflector during 
the years 1911 to 1915. The nebulosity is concentrated 
at one side of the variable star and behaves as if it 
might be matter discharged from the star when at its 
maximum brightness, as well as illuminated by it. 
The nebula is sometimes very bright and attached to 
the star, and at other times very faint and separated 
from it. Mr. Knox Shaw, who took the photographs, 
suggests that the movements of some absorbing medium 
between us and t1H'se bodies may account, in part, for 
their rapidly changing appearance. 

A Cause of Discrepancies in Solar Rotation Meas
urements. -The well-known spectroscopic method of 
measuring the "elocity of a star in the line of sight 
(" radial velocity") has frequently been applied to the 
measurement of the sun's rotation, but the results ob
tained have been strikingly discordant. Thus valnes 
for the equatorial rotation velocity have been found 
ranging from 1.86 to 2.11 kilometers per second, and 
different values have been obtained from observations 
on different spectral lines at the same time. A 
plausible reason for these conflicting results has re
cently been suggested by R. E. De Lury, of the Dominion 
Observatory, Ottawa. . He points out that the effect 
of haze in , the atmosphere , would be to superpose a 
weakenedg~neral sola r spectruJn, showing no displace
ment of the lines because coming mainly from the 
center of the sun's disk, upon the spectra of the limb, 
where tbe ; observations for rotation are made. The 
blending of , the lin~s from . these two sources wo~ld , 

have the effect of dimi.nishing the measnred displace
ments. Moreo"er, the effect would vary f.r9m ~ line_ to , 
line, accordil;tg to the relative strength_ of-the Jines in 
the .. haze spectnlm," ulld · .. the limb. spectrum. 

Stereoscopic Views of ' the Heavens. - Applicntions . 
of the stereoscope ,in astronomy are. now numerous and 
fruitful. A recent deyelopment in this line is the 
prepa ration of astronomical views for popular use in 
an ordinary stereoscope; t)VO series of such pictures 
haYing been published by Prof. Max Wolf, of Heidel
berg. The second series, issued., last year, cOHlprises 
]2 su):Jjects, including comets, nebul::e, proper-motion 
stars, planets and satellites, the moon and the Milky 
Way. In these pictures _ the effect of perspective is,. of 
course, an illUSion, for the two pictu,res i~ each pair 
have, in general, merely been taken at different , times, 
during which actual motion of the object has occurr.ed. 
Tht)s two views of a proper-motion star were taken at 
an interval of 14 years. The result. . is that the star, 
viewed through the stereoscope, stands out beautifully 
between the obRcl'Yf'r and the stars constituting the 
background, though the proper-motion star is not neces
sarily any nearer, in fact, than the others. In some 
cases the appearance of perspectiYe is hard to explain, 
as there has been no observable motion of the object. 
In one case, indeed, a pair of pictures of the Milky 
'Yay in Aquila were made from the same negative, yet 
the effect of distance is quite vivid. A long account of 
these somewhat mysterious pictures is published in the 
A8trophJlsical Journal by Prof. E. E. Barnard, who 
reports ' that he has borrowed Prof. Wolf's idea and 
prepa red for the stereoscope two prints from an iden
tical negative of Saturn, taken at Mount Wilson; the 
planet thus appears as a ball suspended in the middle 
of the rings in excellent relief. This subject is capable 
of further development. 
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Indnstrial Efficiency 
Saving Waste Paper in England.-On account 

of the shortage of paper the saving of waste paper is now 
being carried on extensively and thoroughly in the city 
of Bradford, England. At the Bradford Town Hall, 
previous to the war, tons of waste paper had annually to 
be disposed of and at a cost of approximately $7 .50 per 
ton; it is now being sold at prices ranging from ,$15 to 
$60 per ton according to the grade. 

United States Now Makes Pyrometer Tubes. 
-A firm for which an installation for the manufacture 
of porcelain pyrometer tubes has been designed and 
supervised by the United States Bureau of Standards 
is now marketing these products, which are said to be at 
least equal in quality to the refractory porcelain formerly 
obtained only from a manufacturer in Berlin. The 
composition and process were worked out by the Burea u 
of Standards. 

A Technical Library for German Industry.
According to a recent article in the Frankfurter Z eil:ung 
and an interview with a prominent librarian at Frankfort, 
plans are being considered for the establishment of a 
general technical library at Frankfort-on-Main, to be 
opened for public use. One of the leading city libraries 
has become interested in the project, and a beginning 
already has been made. It is said that the plan is 
unique among the cities of the German Empire, and an 
attempt will be made to furnish technical information 
which wm be of value to the various industries. 

Signs for Locomotive Controls.- The mechanical 
department of the Erie railroad is to be commemled 
upon its adoption of caution signs for use in the cab 
of a locomotive for the protection of any person who 
may be working under or about the engine. These signs 
are made of jacket iron, 6% by 7 inches in size, amI 
have inscriptions that explain themselves. The plates 
are painted black and the letters are white, and are 
provided with spring clasps at the back so that they 
mllY readily be fastened on the throttle; while those 
for other levers are provided with a hole or other means 
for holding them in place. 

Leather from Shark Skins.-The condition of the 
leather market makes desirable the utilization of all 
available supplies of suitable animal skins. The Bureau 
of Fisheries of the . Department of Commerce has taken 
up the possible value of shark skins in making various 
kinds of leather. , Such skins, as is well known, have for 
many yea1;Ss;h lJed , a limited demand in the United States 
as coverings for minor articles of ornament and utility, 
but their use as leather has been very restricted. An 
acceptable leather , has been prepared from shark skins 
in several foreign, countries, and there is no apparent 
reason why , t~e skins.:or certain sharks caught on our 
own coast or in ,f()J;~ign waters may not be converted 
into serviceabI~leath~~ by American tanners. 

Candle Li~h't f~r . Paris.-As a measure of wa,r 
economy, a drastic , lighting order has recently been 
announced inParis~, With a view to effecting . a sa Villg 
in coal .and f¥el, it :isdecreed that in future shops must 
not he lighted ' afte~, 6: o'clock by gas, electricity, petro,
leum oral,cohoL . Ahexception is to be made in .. the case 
ofsbops d,-:~ling in .£oo.jstnffs, druggists, hair~r~~s~l'sa~1i 
tobacG'O dea~ers_ Sb(),ps are not comp~lle4: to',<~lqse l;l,~ 
6', o'clock, but , after . this hour theymtlst . fiIidotl~er 
m~ans of lighting such as candles or acetyI~ne. ' The 

. " , "'i.-'r, .·:~ " , ' . : '·1 

hours of lighting of :theaters and other places otp.n:iusy,-
meJ;lt . are unaltered; but all such establishments will 
have to dose one day a week_ It is also co~t'empl~t~,d 
that cafes and restaurants will close in future at 9 :30 in 
tllCevening. 

Fuel Economy in the Nethedands.-The difficulty 
since ,the ,war began of obtaining adequate supplies of 
co!!,l for industrial uses in the Netherlands has led to 
various inv~tigations and suggestions for the relief 
of the situation. A Dutch technical periodical describes 
a device for economizing fuel by getting all the coke and 
the unconsumed pieces of coal out of the ashes or refuse 
from a furnace and using them again. In many in
stances i~ has been found that more than 20 per cent , 
sometimes as high as 75 per cent, of furnace refuse 
consists of combustible material. The practice has been 
to pick this out by hand, but the results were not satis
factory. By the device described furnace refuse is 
ground and put through sieves, which separates it into 
parts of four different sizes. Each part is put into a 
separate basin containing a liquid with a specific gravity 
somewhat more than that of water, in which it is briskly 
stirred about. This liquid is said to be very cheap and 
easy to make and to be generally a refuse product of 
factories. The stirring and revolving of the particles 
in the liquid bring the lighter, which are the com
bustible remants, to the surface, while the heavier or 
unusable parts sink. The combustible remnants, there
fore, need only to be scooped out, and when dried, it is 
claimed, make good ·fuel. It is stated that, in general, 
2,000 tons of furnace refuse will yield 38 tons of fuel of 
good quality. The refuse left from the sieving process can 
be used in making a fine grade of beton, it is averred. 
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